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George Bernard Shaw 2022-09-16 digicat publishing presents to you this
special edition of george bernard shaw by g k chesterton digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind
every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a
new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
George Bernard Shaw 1997 george bernard shaw 1856 1950 irish playwright
recognised as one of the wittiest most provocative prolific writers of
his age writings include man and superman pygmalion major barbara volume
covers the period 1892 1951
George Bernard Shaw 1907 good press presents to you this meticulously
edited george bernard shaw collection introduction mr bernard shaw by g
k chesterton novels cashel byron s profession an unsocial socialist love
among the artists the irrational knot plays plays unpleasant widowers
houses 1892 the philanderer 1898 mrs warren s profession 1898 plays
pleasant arms and the man an anti romantic comedy in three acts 1894
candida 1898 you never can tell 1897 three plays for puritans the devil
s disciple caesar and cleopatra captain brassbound s conversion other
plays the man of destiny the gadfly or the son of the cardinal the
admirable bashville or constancy unrewarded man and superman a comedy
and a philosophy john bull s other island how he lied to her husband
major barbara passion poison and petrifaction the doctor s dilemma a
tragedy the interlude at the playhouse getting married the shewing up of
blanco posnet press cuttings misalliance the dark lady of the sonnets
fanny s first play androcles and the lion overruled a demonstration
pygmalion great catherine whom glory still adores the music cure beauty
s duty unfinished o flaherty v c the inca of perusalem an almost
historical comedietta augustus does his bit skit for the tiptaft revue
annajanska the bolshevik empress heartbreak house back to methuselah a
metabiological pentateuch in the beginning the gospel of the brothers
barnabas the thing happens tragedy of an elderly gentleman as far as
thought can reach the war indemnities unfinished saint joan the glimpse
of reality a tragedietta fascinating foundling disgrace to the author
the apple cart a political extravaganza too true to be good village
wooing a comedietta for two voices on the rocks a political comedy the
simpleton of the unexpected isles the six of calais arthur and the
acetone the millionairess cymbeline refinished a variation on
shakespeare s ending geneva in good king charles golden days playlet on
the british party system buoyant billions a comedy of no manners shakes
versus shav farfetched fables why she would not miscellaneous works what
do men of letters say the new york times articles on war 1915 common
sense about the war by g b shaw shaw s nonsense about belgium by arnold
bennett bennett states the german case by g b shaw flaws in shaw s logic
by cunninghame graham editorial comment on shaw by the new york world
comment by readers of shaw to the editor of the new york times open
letter to president wilson by g b shaw a german letter to g bernard shaw
by herbert eulenberg mr g bernard shaw on socialism speech the
miraculous revenge quintessence of ibsenism the basis of socialism
economic the transition to social democracy the impossibilities of
anarchism the perfect wagnerite commentary on the niblung s ring letter
to beatrice webb the revolutionist s handbook and pocket companion
maxims for revolutionists the new theology how to write a popular play
an essay a treatise on parents and children an essay memories of oscar
wilde the intelligent women s guide to socialism and capitalism excerpts
women in the labour market socialism and marriage socialism and children
letter to frank harris how these doctors love one another the black girl
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in search of god the political madhouse in america and nearer home on
capital punishment essays on bernard shaw george bernard shaw by g k
chesterton the quintessence of shaw by james huneker old and new masters
bernard shaw by robert lynd george bernard shaw a poem by oliver herford
George Bernard Shaw His Life and Works 1911 george bernard shaw demanded
truth and despised convention he punctured hollow pretensions and smug
prudishness coating his criticism with ingenious and irreverent wit in
mrs warren s profession arms and the man candida and man and superman
the great playwright satirizes society military heroism marriage and the
pursuit of man by woman from a social literary and theatrical standpoint
these four plays are among the foremost dramas of the age as
intellectually stimulating as they are thoroughly enjoyable my way of
joking is to tell the truth it is the funniest joke in the world g b
shaw with an introduction by eric bentley and an afterword by norman
lloyd
The Complete Works of George Bernard Shaw 2023-12-16 george bernard shaw
was known for many things perhaps most notably a prolific playwright
shaw was also a staunch socialist and devoted much of his life to
politics as a fierce advocate for human rights and social equality
probably one of the most humble men of his times shaw turned down a
number of awards including the offer of a knighthood he does however
remain the only person to have won both a nobel prize for literature and
an academy award this insightful character has been much quoted both
during his life and since his death in 1950 this book comprises many of
his thoughts on a variety of subjects
Plays by George Bernard Shaw 2004-08-03 christopher wixson introduces
george bernard shaw the greatest playwright in english after shakespeare
taking a chronological approach through his works he provides an
overview of shaw s sensibility as a writer and studies the creative
evolution of core themes and styles throughout his long career
Inside the Mind of George Bernard Shaw 2014-09-22 this carefully crafted
ebook george bernard shaw collected articles lectures essays and letters
is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of
contents george bernard shaw 1856 1950 was an irish playwright essayist
novelist and short story writer and wrote more than 60 plays he is the
only person to have been awarded both a nobel prize in literature 1925
and an academy award 1938 for his contributions to literature and for
his work on the film pygmalion an adaptation of his own play content
quintessence of ibsenism 1891 the impossibilities of anarchism 1895 the
perfect wagnerite commentary on the niblung s ring 1898 the
revolutionist s handbook and pocket companion 1903 maxims for
revolutionists 1903 first aid to critics preface to major barbara 1905
on doctors preface to the doctor s dilemma 1906 the new theology 1907 on
marriage preface to getting married how to write a popular play an essay
1909 a treatise on parents and children an essay 1910 on the prospects
of christianity preface to androcles and the lion 1912 what do men of
letters say the new york times articles on war 1915 common sense about
the war bennett states the german case open letter to president wilson
memories of oscar wilde 1916 on darwinism and evolution preface to back
to methuselah 1921 a letter and a speech by bernard shaw letter to
beatrice webb 1898 on socialism a speech 1885 george bernard shaw a
biography by g k chesterton the quintessence of shaw by james huneker
old and new masters bernard shaw by robert lynd george bernard shaw a
poem by oliver herford
George Bernard Shaw: a Very Short Introduction 2020-09-24 george bernard
shaw 1856 1950 was an irish playwright essayist novelist and short story
writer and wrote more than 60 plays he is the only person to have been
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awarded both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and an academy award 1938
for his contributions to literature and for his work on the film
pygmalion an adaptation of his own play this edition includes novels
cashel byron s profession an unsocial socialist love among the artists
the irrational knot plays widowers houses the philanderer mrs warren s
profession the man of destiny arms and the man candida you never can
tell the devil s disciple captain brassbound s conversion caesar and
cleopatra the gadfly or the son of the cardinal the admirable bashville
man and superman john bull s other island how he lied to her husband
major barbara passion poison and petrifaction the doctor s dilemma the
interlude at the playhouse getting married the shewing up of blanco
posnet press cuttings misalliance the dark lady of the sonnets fanny s
first play androcles and the lion overruled pygmalion great catherine
the music cure o flaherty v c macbeth skit glastonbury skit the inca of
perusalem augustus does his bit skit for the tiptaft revue annajanska
the bolshevik empress heartbreak house back to methuselah war
indemnities what do men of letters say on socialism the miraculous
revenge quintessence of ibsenism basis of socialism the transition to
social democracy the impossibilities of anarchism the perfect wagnerite
letter to beatrice webb the new theology memories of oscar wilde the
revolutionist s handbook and pocket companion maxims for revolutionists
the new theology how to write a popular play memories of oscar wilde
george bernard shaw the quintessence of shaw old and new masters
George Bernard Shaw: Collected Articles, Lectures, Essays and Letters
2023-12-03 this carefully crafted ebook the collected works of george
bernard shaw plays novels articles letters and essays is formatted for
your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents george
bernard shaw 1856 1950 was an irish playwright essayist novelist and
short story writer and wrote more than 60 plays he is the only person to
have been awarded both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and an academy
award 1938 for his contributions to literature and for his work on the
film pygmalion an adaptation of his own play content novels cashel byron
s profession an unsocial socialist love among the artists the irrational
knot plays widowers houses the philanderer mrs warren s profession the
man of destiny arms and the man candida you never can tell the devil s
disciple captain brassbound s conversion caesar and cleopatra the gadfly
or the son of the cardinal the admirable bashville man and superman john
bull s other island how he lied to her husband major barbara passion
poison and petrifaction the doctor s dilemma the interlude at the
playhouse getting married the shewing up of blanco posnet press cuttings
misalliance the dark lady of the sonnets fanny s first play androcles
and the lion overruled pygmalion great catherine the music cure o
flaherty v c glastonbury skit the inca of perusalem augustus does his
bit skit for the tiptaft revue annajanska the bolshevik empress
heartbreak house back to methuselah war indemnities what do men of
letters say socialism the miraculous revenge quintessence of ibsenism
basis of socialism the transition to social democracy the
impossibilities of anarchism the perfect wagnerite letter to beatrice
webb the new theology memories of oscar wilde the revolutionist s
handbook and pocket companion maxims for revolutionists the new theology
how to write a popular play memories of oscar wilde george bernard shaw
the quintessence of shaw old and new masters
George Bernard Shaw: Collected Works 2022-05-17 george bernard shaw 1856
1950 was an irish playwright essayist novelist and short story writer
and wrote more than 60 plays he is the only person to have been awarded
both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and an academy award 1938 for his
contributions to literature and for his work on the film pygmalion an
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adaptation of his own play this edition includes quintessence of
ibsenism 1891 the impossibilities of anarchism 1895 the perfect
wagnerite commentary on the niblung s ring 1898 the revolutionist s
handbook and pocket companion 1903 maxims for revolutionists 1903 first
aid to critics preface to major barbara 1905 on doctors preface to the
doctor s dilemma 1906 the new theology 1907 on marriage preface to
getting married how to write a popular play an essay 1909 a treatise on
parents and children an essay 1910 on the prospects of christianity
preface to androcles and the lion 1912 what do men of letters say the
new york times articles on war 1915 common sense about the war bennett
states the german case open letter to president wilson memories of oscar
wilde 1916 on darwinism and evolution preface to back to methuselah 1921
a letter and a speech by bernard shaw letter to beatrice webb 1898 on
socialism a speech 1885 george bernard shaw a biography by g k
chesterton the quintessence of shaw by james huneker old and new masters
bernard shaw by robert lynd george bernard shaw a poem by oliver herford
George Bernard Shaw 1977 a collection of six short plays written by
george bernard shaw
The Collected Works of George Bernard Shaw: Plays, Novels, Articles,
Letters and Essays 2024-01-04 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a
quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Works of George Bernard Shaw 1903 george bernard shaw created
pioneering dramas that probed prevailing social problems with a vein of
comedy that made their stark themes more palatable while striving to
make the world aware of the exploitation of the working classes for the
first time in digital publishing this comprehensive ebook presents the
complete fictional works of george bernard shaw with every play novel
and short story as well as featuring numerous illustrations many rare
texts informative introductions and the usual delphi bonus material
version 2 beautifully illustrated with images relating to shaw s life
and works concise introductions to the novels plays and other texts all
72 plays with individual contents tables includes many rare dramas
available in no other collection all 5 novels with individual contents
tables includes immaturity shaw s first novel appearing here for the
first time in digital publishing images of how the books were first
printed giving your ereader a taste of the original texts excellent
formatting of the texts shaw s scarce story collection short stories
scraps and shavings featuring the controversial tale adventures of the
black girl in her search for god includes almost the complete non
fiction including shaw s seminal work on ibsen special criticism study
on shaw by g k chesterton evaluating shaw s contribution to literature
ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres updated
with two late non fiction works contents the novels immaturity the
irrational knot love among the artists cashel byron s profession an
unsocial socialist the short stories short stories scraps and shavings
the plays passion play un petit drame the cassone widowers houses the
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philanderer mrs warren s profession arms and the man candida the man of
destiny you never can tell the devil s disciple the gadfly caesar and
cleopatra captain brassbound s conversion the admirable bashville or
constancy unrewarded man and superman john bull s other island how he
lied to her husband major barbara passion poison and petrifaction the
doctor s dilemma the interlude at the playhouse getting married the
shewing up of blanco posnet press cuttings fascinating foundling
disgrace to the author the glimpse of reality suggested act iii ending
for barker s the madras house misalliance the dark lady of the sonnets
fanny s first play androcles and the lion overruled a demonstration
beauty s duty pygmalion great catherine the music cure o flaherty v c
the inca of perusalem augustus does his bit glastonbury skit macbeth
skit skit for the tiptaft revue annajanska the bolshevik empress
heartbreak house back to methuselah a metabiological pentateuch the war
indemnities jitta s atonement saint joan the yahoos the apple cart too
true to be good village wooing on the rocks the garden of the hesperides
the girl with the golden voice the simpleton of the unexpected isles the
six of calais the millionairess arthur and the acetone sequence for the
king s people cymbeline refinished geneva in good king charles s golden
days a new ending for clemence dane s cousin muriel the british party
system sequence for a pageant of plays and players buoyant billions
farfetched fables shakes versus shav why she would not jesus pilate
scene the non fiction the perfect wagnerite quintessence of ibsenism the
impossibilities of anarchism the revolutionist s handbook and pocket
companion maxims for revolutionists how these doctors love one another
letter to frank harris 1930 letter on shakespeare by mr g bernard shaw
pen portraits and reviews the political madhouse in america and nearer
home the criticism george bernard shaw by g k chesterton please visit
delphiclassics com to browse through our range of exciting titles
George Bernard Shaw: Lectures & Essays 2022-05-17 if you want to tell
people the truth make them laugh otherwise they ll kill you one of the
most prolific and respected playwrights of the twentieth century bernard
shaw s legacy shows no signs of waning and his beautifully written plays
laced with wry wit and invective alike have seen countless performances
over the years their finest lines paraded in literary conversation and
review meticulously selected by simon mundy wit and acid collects the
sharpest lines from the shaw s oeuvre in one neat volume allowing the
reader to sample some of the very best barbs and one liners the
twentieth century has to offer with an introduction by simon mundy a
poet novelist trenchant music critic and occasional playwright he was a
tolstoy with jokes a modern dr johnson a universal genius who on his own
modest reckoning put even shakespeare in the shade the independent
George Bernard Shaw 1996 the book presents a detailed study as well as a
critical analysis of george bernard shaw and the women characters in his
plays these female characters are from man and superman major barbara
candida arms and the man pygmalion mrs warren s profession saint joan
misalliance the philanderer the study of shavian plays forms an integral
part of the curriculum of various universities hence an attempt has been
made to familiarize scholars and researchers of shaw with some rare and
valuable critical material
Collected Works of George Bernard Shaw 2017-05-26 unlike some other
reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2
in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we
have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent
accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be
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made available for future generations to enjoy
Delphi Complete Works of George Bernard Shaw (Illustrated) 2014-10-20
this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices
george bernard shaw 1856 1950 was an irish playwright essayist novelist
and short story writer and wrote more than 60 plays he is the only
person to have been awarded both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and an
academy award 1938 for his contributions to literature and for his work
on the film pygmalion an adaptation of his own play content quintessence
of ibsenism 1891 the impossibilities of anarchism 1895 the perfect
wagnerite commentary on the niblung s ring 1898 the revolutionist s
handbook and pocket companion 1903 maxims for revolutionists 1903 first
aid to critics preface to major barbara 1905 on doctors preface to the
doctor s dilemma 1906 the new theology 1907 on marriage preface to
getting married how to write a popular play an essay 1909 a treatise on
parents and children an essay 1910 on the prospects of christianity
preface to androcles and the lion 1912 what do men of letters say the
new york times articles on war 1915 common sense about the war bennett
states the german case open letter to president wilson memories of oscar
wilde 1916 on darwinism and evolution preface to back to methuselah 1921
a letter and a speech by bernard shaw letter to beatrice webb 1898 on
socialism a speech 1885 george bernard shaw a biography by g k
chesterton the quintessence of shaw by james huneker old and new masters
bernard shaw by robert lynd george bernard shaw a poem by oliver herford
Selected Plays of George Bernard Shaw 1957 the genius of george bernard
shaw is a criticism of george bernard shaw s work that explores his art
aesthetics philosophy and revolutionary ideas shaw wrote his plays
raising and dealing with the problems of individuals families society
nations and the world it is occasionally stated that shaw s support for
totalitarianism grew out of his frustration with nineteenth century
liberalism which ineffectually culminated in a disastrous world war yet
close analysis to two of shaw s major critical essays from the 1890s
shows that even then shaw expressed a desire for a ruthless man of
action unencumbered by the burden of conscience to come on the scene and
establish a new world order to initiate the utopian epoch indeed further
analysis of a number of plays from before the war shows the impulse to
be persistent and undeniable shaw hated disorder and he wanted to see
society managed efficiently by a small caste of technocratic experts who
were at the same time in karl popper s memorable phrase utopian social
engineers he had very little confidence in the average man and woman who
could not work mentally at the same speed as the fabian executive
committee his ideal of what a ruling caste would look like shaw s ideal
society what i am calling his utopian vision resembles plato s ideal
city or comte s religion of humanity more than any society that has
presumably ever existed on earth this need for absolute order and
control found many means of expression in both his life and work and was
intricately bound up with his longing for perfection this book is useful
for world teachers students and research scholars in english in schools
colleges universities all over the world
George Bernard Shaw 1983 first published in london in 1942 under title
bernard shaw his life and personality
George Bernard Shaw 1967 sociological political religious
autobiographical and professional miscellaneous
Wit and Acid 2022-10-18 george bernard shaw was a satirical genius
ruthlessly exposing hypocrisy and creating moral dilemmas for the reader
to mull on these are biting witty sometimes rude highly intelligent
plays this collection of thirty four of his plays is an omnibus that
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will give hours of pleasure to the reader
Women in the Plays of George Bernard Shaw 2006 this is the truth about
mystical dogmas and the truth about irish bulls it is also the truth
about the paradoxes of bernard shaw each of them is an argument
impatiently shortened into an epigram each of them represents a truth
hammered and hardened with an almost disdainful violence until it is
compressed into a small space until it is made brief and almost
incomprehensible the case of that curtremark about ireland and yorkshire
is a very typical one if mr shaw had really attempted to set out all the
sensible stages of his joke the sentence would have run something like
this that i am an irishman is a fact of psychology which i can trace in
many of the things that come out of me my fastidiousness my frigid
fierceness and my distrust of mere pleasure but the thing must be tested
by what comes from me do not try on me the dodge of asking where i came
from how many batches of three hundred and sixty five days my family was
in ireland do not play any games on me about whether i am a celt a word
that is dim to the anthropologist and utterly unmeaning to anybody else
do not start any drivelling discussions about whether the word shaw is
german or scandinavian or iberian or basque you know you are human i
know i am irish i know i belong to a certain type and temper of society
and i know that all sorts of people of all sorts of blood live in that
society and by that society and are therefore irish you can take your
books of anthropology to hell or to oxford thus gently elaborately and
at length mr shaw would have explained his meaning if he had thought it
worth his while as he did not he merely flung the symbolic but very
complete sentence i am a typical irishman my family came from yorkshire
what then is the colour of this irish society of which bernard shaw with
all his individual oddity is yet an essential type one generalisation i
think may at least be made ireland has in it a quality which caused it
in the most ascetic age of christianity to be called the land of saints
and which still might give it a claim to be called the land of virgins
an irish catholic priest once said to me there is in 5our people a fear
of the passions which is older even than christianity everyone who has
read shaw s play upon ireland will remember the thing in the horror of
the irish girl at being kissed in the public streets but anyone who
knows shaw s work will recognize it in shaw himself there exists by
accident an early and beardless portrait of him which really suggests in
the severity and purity of its lines some of the early ascetic pictures
of the beardless christ however he may shout profanities or seek to
shatter the shrines there is always something about him which suggests
that in a sweeter and more solid civilisation he would have been a great
saint he would have been a saint of a sternly ascetic perhaps of a
sternly negative type but he has this strange note of the saint in him
that he is literally unworldly worldliness has no human magic for him he
is not bewitched by rank nor drawn on by conviviality at all he could
not understand the intellectual surrender of the snob he is perhaps a
defective character but he is not a mixed one all the virtues he has are
heroic virtues shaw is like the venus of milo all that there is of him
is admirable
George Bernard Shaw; a Critical Study 2012-08-01 saint joan is a play by
george bernard shaw about 15th century french military figure joan of
arc premiering in 1923 three years after her canonization by the roman
catholic church the play reflects shaw s belief that the people involved
in joan s trial acted according to what they thought was right he wrote
in his preface to the play there are no villains in the piece crime like
disease is not interesting it is something to be done away with by
general consent and that is all there is about it it is what men do at
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their best with good intentions and what normal men and women find that
they must and will do in spite of their intentions that really concern
us
The Collected Articles, Lectures, Essays & Letters of George Bernard
Shaw 2023-12-17 george bernard shaw 1856 1950 was an irish playwright
and a co founder of the london school of economics although his first
profitable writing was music and literary criticism in which capacity he
wrote many highly articulate pieces of journalism his main talent was
for drama and he wrote more than 60 plays he was also an essayist
novelist and short story writer nearly all his writings address
prevailing social problems but have a vein of comedy which makes their
stark themes more palatable issues which engaged shaw s attention
included education marriage religion government health care and class
privilege in this book pygmalionman and supermanandrocles and the
lionarms and the manmrs warren s profession
The Genius of George Bernard Shaw 2020-12-04 fanny s first play being
but a potboiler needs no preface but its lesson is not i am sorry to say
unneeded mere morality or the substitution of custom for conscience was
once accounted a shameful and cynical thing people talked of right and
wrong of honor and dishonor of sin and grace of salvation and damnation
not of morality and immorality the word morality if we met it in the
bible would surprise us as much as the word telephone or motor car
The Collected Works of George Bernard Shaw 1930 1898 most of shaw s
early plays were either banned by the censor or refused production with
plays pleasant and unpleasant he sought a reading audience he also began
the practice of writing the challenging mocking eloquent prefaces to his
plays which were sometimes longer than the play itself this volume
contains the unpleasant widowers houses the philanderer and mrs warren s
profession
George Bernard Shaw 1963 an extremely humorous play written by one of
ireland s most famous playwrites george bernard was born in dublin in
1856 before becoming a playwright he wrote music and literary criticism
shaw used his writing to attack social problems such as education
marriage religion government health care and class privilege shaw was
particularly conscious of the exploitation of the working class arms and
the man tells the story of an overmedicated pompous judge named fred
willard this kangaroo court contains foreign affairs love and bigotry
the defendant has the key to peace between israel and palestine but his
plans will fail unless he can get court to adjourn
Prefaces 1934 pygmalion is a play by george bernard shaw named after a
greek mythological figure it was first presented on stage to the public
in 1913 in ancient greek mythology pygmalion fell in love with one of
his sculptures which then came to life the general idea of that myth was
a popular subject for victorian era english playwrights including one of
shaw s influences w s gilbert who wrote a successful play based on the
story called pygmalion and galatea that was first presented in 1871 shaw
would also have been familiar with the burlesque version galatea or
pygmalion reversed shaw s play has been adapted numerous times most
notably as the musical my fair lady and its film version shaw mentioned
that the character of professor henry higgins was inspired by several
british professors of phonetics alexander melville bell alexander j
ellis tito pagliardini but above all the cantankerous henry sweet
The Complete Plays of George Bernard Shaw (1893-1921), 34 Complete and
Unabridged Plays Including 2021-11-23
George Bernard Shaw 1950
George Bernard Shaw 2021-04-10
George Bernard Shaw 1983
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Saint Joan - George Bernard Shaw 2021-07-02
George Bernard Shaw, Best Plays 2017-08-21
George Bernard Shaw: His Plays 1905
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW 2018
Fanny's First Play George Bernard Shaw 2018-03-31
Shaw, Plays by George Bernard 1969-07-01
Arms and the Man 2011-01
Pygmalion 2018-08-29
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